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Uniteeth Toothgrinder
Manual

INTRODUCTION
Uniteeth is a toothgrinder specially designed fro grinding tusks of piglets. 
The grinding head consists of a fast rotating diamond coated cylinder and is 
constructed in a way so that the soft areas of the mounth is protected against 
damage.

Compared to tooth clipping with a tong, the toothgrinder is a better solution, 
both humanly and healthy, as the risks of diseases typically caused by tooth 
clipping by tong, is eleminated by using the toothgrinder instead.

WARRANTY
The toothgrinder is covered by a 12 month warranty against defects in materi-
als and fabrication (excluding battery). Within the warranty period, the too-
thgrinder will be repaired, adjusted or replaced. Return freight, insurance and 
proof of purchase must follow the product.

Damage caused by misuse is not covered by the warranty. There is no com-
pensation for consequential damages. We exclude liability for indirect damage 
and loss.

WARNING
Remember that the cap should be in right place during grinding, groove is 
pressed around the tooth when grinding.



TOOTH GRINDING
Start the toothgrinder at the push button. 

Place the grindstone on the tooth and press lightly. After approx 1 second 1/3 of the 
tooth has been removed. It is enough and best only to remove 1/3 of the tooth.

CHARGING
Remove the cable between the toothgrinder and the battery and connect to the char-
ger instead.

Connect the charger with power supply. The red indicator lights up when battery is 
charging and turns off when the battery is fully charged.

The charger is a so-called two-stage charger, which means that the battery is not 
damaged by still charging even though it is fully charged. The charging function is 
suspended. 

The battery is a lead storage battery type, by which the lifetime is reduced when it is 
not fully charged. As the charger at the same time do not damage the battery,  
it is best charge the battery after use, until the next time you have to use it.

·  The battery has an effective worktime of approx. 45 minutes.  
Similar to tooth grinding of approx. 100 piglets.

· The battery can with the included charger, not be overcharged.

· Charging time is approx. 10-14 hours.  

CLEANING/DESINFECTION
The diamond head should be cleaned for tooth dust after use. Clean the dia-
mond head with a damp toothbrush or similar. Disinfect the diamond head with 
rubbing alcohol or other disinfectant liquids.

REPLACING THE DIAMOND GRINDSTONE
By regular use, the diamond cylinder has a durability equal to grind approx. 
7000 piglets. The diamond cylinder is changed by unscrewing the cap and 
loosen the cylinder with the provided 6 mm wrench.

MAINTENANCE 
Uniteeth should be stored in a dry environment, for example in an office or 
similar. Keep away from directly sunlight and temperatures over 40 degrees 
celcius. Remove regularly the diamond cylinder and clean the parts housed in 
the top. The parts should always be kept dry and clean to prevent rusting.  

Charge the battery immediately after use. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight:  0.350 kg
Speed: approx. 10.000 rpm
Charging time: approx. 10-14 hours
Working time: approx. 45 min.
Main supply: 230V 
Volt: 12

 


